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ABSTRACT

A preliminary study, based on an extension of Crocco's pseudo-shock model,

has been carried out to explain and predict qualitatively the rather gradual

pressure rise In a supersonic HID generator, to account for the influence of

wall roughness on the core flow. A system of non-linear ordinary differential

equations is formulated for the wall layer and the core, with proper electro-

mgnetic conditions enforced at the interface. Extensive numerical experiments

are also presented, which demonstrate Indeed the qualitative link between the

theory of hiD pseudo-shock and the observed pressure ramp caused by rough walls.
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CPAPTR I NTRODCTIO

C1TE 1 INTRODUCTION

In the Air Force weapon-delivery and defense, advanced MHD electric power

generators play an important role. In supersonic generators using high magnetic

field strength,, designed for high power-density, the influence of the wall

roughness Is felt rather acutely in the core flow because of propagation of

disturbances along shocks and Mach waves. When a generator is new, the (rela-

tively small) roughness comens Inherently from the unevenness between the seg-

mented electrode surface and the adjacent insulation (Fig. 1.1); this rough-f ness is periodic, and extends over the entire length of the channel. In test

channels designed for the measurement of conductivity of a flowing plasma, it

my be isolated in the middle of the channel (Fig. 1.2). After some extended

use, the generator will show deeper and irregular wall roughness due to erosion,

corrosion, burning-out, and inter-electrode sparks. As indicated schematically

in Figs. 1.1 and 1.2, shocks and Mach waves appear in a supersonic flow, which

interacts with the turbulent boundary layer; and their influence penetrates into

the core flow. As a result, pressure rise in the flow direction is observed in

actual MhJ generators with supersonic inlet conditions [Ref. 12 and 13]. In the

literature, there is insufficient understanding of phenomenon just described.

An investigation is needed to establish, by steps of increasing sophistication,

an analytical model that will provide additional understanding, add in the control

or reduction of these effects, and contribute to the technology base required for

development of more efficient generators.

As a preliminary endeavor in this direction, the present work explores the

possible extension of Crocco's theory of pseudo-shocks [Ref. 3] so as (a) to

devise a simple analytical model for the interaction near the wall and its influence
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Fig. 1.*1 Vail roughness anad interaction of waves.



Fig. 1.2 A single element of roughness.
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on the core flow through a supersonic (high power-density) generator, (b) to

* explain quantitatively (but on a rather primitive level) the possible pressure

ramp in the flow direction as observed in actual generators, (c to point out

the kind of empirical data needed in completing or improving the analysis, and

(d) to assess the role of the model in future studies. Crocco's theory is gen-

eralized to treat MHD pseudo-shocks as an exhibition of wave interaction; hi$

control-volume analysis is enlarged to incorporate all the MHD aspects including

load and Hall effects.

Extensive numerical experiments on the solution of the resulting system of

nonlinear ordinary differential equations demonstrate actual qualitative link

* between pseudo-shocks and pressure ramps. Rough conclusions are also drawn as

to the various roles played by the many parameters. The report closes with

certain suggestions for future investigations.

1.2 CROCCO' S PSEUDO-SHOCK THEORY

In the literature, researchers in the field over-simplify the situation by[ f attempting to explain the observed pressure rise by way of a single normal shock

[Ref. 12 and 13] in the core of the generator. As a matter of fact, the solid

curves in Fig. 1.3 would be exactly the pressure variations in the core, should

a single normal shock appear in each case. The predicted variations are ob-

viously too rough even when viewed qualitatively. The most outstanding feature

of the measured pressure rise (Figs. 1.3 and'1.4) is that the increase toward a

maximum is rather gradual, reflecting complicated interaction between different

kinds of waves (which are oblique and hence comparatively weak) before they

proessin n-MHD gas dynamics (Fig. 1.5) by Crocco [Ref. 3]. The starting

point of Crocco's work is a control-volume analysis which recognizes the non-
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Fig. 1.6 Control volume across a pseudo-shock, non-MHD case (Crocco).



uniformity in going from the wall region to the core (Fig. 1.6). Some semi-

empirical elements are then elaborated upon to make the analysis self-contained

[Ref. 8, 14 and 15).

For the present investigation, the earlier and less elaborate (and hence

not self-contained) phase of Crocco's theory [Ref. 3] is generalized to treat

MHD pseudo-shocks. In this approach, emphasis is on the qualitative side.

Crocco's control-volume analysis is enlarged under the usual MHD approximation

that the magnetic field modifies the flow, yet the flow does not affect the

field. In Chapter 2, mass, energy and momentum-force balances are performed.

In Chapter 3, governing parameters are delineated; and in Chapter 4, numerical

examples are displayed. It is to be emphasized that the approach inherently

ignores the details of the wave interaction. From this stems the simplification

(and power) of the analysis. But, at the same time one learns to expect certain

lack of information.

In the rest of this section, we will summarize Crocco's non-MlD theory in

preparation for our later generalization.

Referring* to Fig. 1.6, we have for mass balance

m = m' + m" = m

and, for inviscid flow with common pressure in the two regions (boundary-layer-

and jet-like),
d (p'um2At + u d" (x)A

and, finally, the energy balance (neglecting wall heat-transfer and viscous

energy dissipation)

d.U 2 u" 12

ij.p'u'A'(h+ ) + -- = 0

Please note that the symbols here, following [Ref. 3), are not in keeping with
the LIST OF SYMBOLS.

)4



The spatial coordinate x in the above can actually be ignored since the entire

system can be rewritten in purely algebraic form [Ref. 3].

We may note also that there is no entropy production in the core region at

all; and that, in the wall layer, the nonuniformity across the interface causes

entropy to be produced. The solution of Crocco's system is a relatively simple

matter; for details, the reader is referred to [Ref. 3]. (Incidentally, the

formulation in Chapter 2, of course, contains Crocco's system as a special case.)
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CHAPTER 2 FORMULATION OF PROBLEM

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter contains a discussion of magnetohydrodynamic channel flow

with a slowly varying cross-section area. The quasi-one-dimensional approxi-

mation will be used to study the phenomenaof supersonic flow under the

influence of channel wall roughness, in the presence of Lorentz force and

Joule heating. In order to keep the discussion within reasonable bounds, we

will consider only the steady and inviscid flow, with no heat transfer.

2.2 GENERAL RESTRICTIONS

Before we proceed, let us first limit the problem to its acceptable and

reasonable range. In order to use the quasi-one-dimensional approach, the

cross-section area of the channel must vary gradually so that the obliquity of

the wall with reference to the axis is always small. Therefore, the velocity

component which is perpendicular to the axis is negligible. We also neglect

viscous stresses and the axial heat conduction.

Considering a channel as shown in Fig. 2.1. The channel wall is a combi-

nation of electrical insulators and conductors. The shaded portions are made

of electrically conducting material, i.e., pairs of electrodes shorted diagonally.

The rest of channel is made of electrically insulating material. The mode of

operation is the so-called "single-load two-terminal generation" (see Fig. 2.2).

Further assumptions are introduced as follows:

(1) The temperature and pressure are approximately uniform over the channel

cross-section.

(2) There is no wall friction.

(3) There is no heat transfer at the wall.

- - -.
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Fig. 2.1 A diagonal-wall MMD generator.



Fig. 2.2 Two-terminal operation.
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2.3 SINGLE-REGION FLOW

Let us first consider the single-region MHD channel flow without bringing

the wall roughness effect into the problem.

Mass Balance:

puA- puA1 = constant m (2.1)

where subscript i denotes the initial condition, i.e., the quantities measured

at the entrance of the channel.

Momentum Balance:

P - d+ yB (2.2)

where jy a curent density in the y direction

B - applied magnetic field strength

Energy Balance:

E y + JxEx (2.3)
u2

where H a the total enthalpy, cpT +

ix a current density in x-direction, or Hall current

Ex - electrical field strength in x-direction, or Hall field

Ey - electrical field strength in y-direction

Equation (2.3) can also be written in the following form

PuEcp LT + d (u) jyE + jxE (2.4)

and Ex a cEy (2.5)

where a - ratio of Hall field to Faraday field

and K = u (2.6)

where K - loading factor.

Please note that the angle of inclination * in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 is set to

tan-
1 .
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From the generalized Ohm's law (Ref. 2], we have two equations for x

and Jy:

-x 7 [ Ex  B(E y uB)] (2.7)
1+0

jy - 2 [Ey - uB + sEx] (2.8)

where a electrical conductivity

8 Hall parameter

From Eqns. (2.5) and (2.6), Eqns. (2.7) and (2.8) can be rewritten as

ix *- o [cK - B(K - 1))(uB) (2.9)

y - - [coK + (K - I)](uB) (2.10)

Substituting Eqn. (2.10) into Eqn. (2.2), we get:

pu du dx )[aK+ (K - (uB2 (2.11)

Substituting Eqns. (2.5), (2.6), (2.9) and (2.10) into Eqn. (2.4), we

have

PuC u = ( 2 - )(aK - s(K - 1)](uB)'aKuB

+ (-.a-- )[aoK + (K - 1)](uB).KuB (2.12)
1+

From the ideal gas law,

P and cp -R. (2.13)

where R = gas constant

y = heat capacity ratio

Equations (2.11) and (2.13) then reduce Eqn. (2.12) to the following:

)d ida + ( -)( 2 2 + (K - 1) )2 (uB) (2.14)R T



Equations (2.1), (2.11) and (2.14) are the so-called mass balance, momen-

tum balance and energy balance equations for single-region MHD flows.

2.4 TWO-REGION FLOW

When a stream of high temperature plasma passes through nozzle and then

enters the channel with high speed, it will form a layer near the wall because

of the wall roughness. In that layer (which may be thick at off-design

conditions), the velocity of the plasma is considerably slower because of the

wall. We call such a layer the wall layer. We also call the main plasma

flow in the central portion of the channel the core region. Thus, there are

two regions in the MHD channel. For simplicity, we add now the following

assumptions:

(1) Wall regions near anode and cathode sides are the same (or can be

lumped together).

(2) No pressure change occurs across a section from region to region

(as in unconfined Jets, or boundary layers).

(3) There are no friction and heat transfer between regions.

(4) In the regions, no property changes in the z-direction.

(5) In keeping with general quasi-one-dimensionality, interfaces between

regions are supposed to be rather flat so that its normal everywhere is almost

in the y-direction.

Now we can write down the equations which govern the two-region flows.

Mass Balance:

ucUcAc + pwUwAw - ptu iAi a constant, m (2.15)

where subscripts c andw denote the core-region quantities and the wall-layer

quantities individually.

This assumption is needed in formulating electrical conditions at the inter-
faces.

___ 7



Fig. 2.3 Two-region model.
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Fig. 2.4 Control-volume in the core.
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Momentum Balance

d 2 2dd
d 2 2 =w;w A - A x Aw + j B + j B (2.16)V(XuA PC u,,Ac dxc A~ ~ yw

where Ac = cross-section area of core-region

Aw = cross-section area of wall-layer

Let A be the total cross-section area of the channel flow. Then,

A = Ac + Aw. Together with Eq. (2.10), Eq. (2.16) becomes:

d 2 2 d Aw 2x cc uA) x A+ Kw+ (Kw -  )IBA

(2.17)

+ (Oc 2)c0c K + (K - )]u B2A
1+ 0 c C

Similarly, for the Energy Balance, we have

2 2du c  uw-4'P c uc A c(hc + -!)+ puwh + =jwx + yw Eyw)AwT)+ A~ww(hw )] (JxwExw wy
(2.18)

+ (jxcExc + 
jycEyc )c

Before we can go further to study this two-region problem, we have to find

the key point which connects the core region and the wall layer. To achieve this

goal, let us first examine the core region energy equation.

Core Energy Equation:

2 2
)uc  c dUc

di(PcUcAc(hc + ) + )d(pcucc) = (JxcExc + JycEyc )Ac (2.19)

where Vip cucAc) .0 for the core region is to be In force throughout the present

i nvesti gation.

*For later use, we will also note here that the mass-rate out of the core across its

lateral surface between x and x+dx is PcUcAc - EpcucAc + 1(PcucAc)'dx] =

S(PcUc Ac)dx that is, - (PcucAc) per unit axial length (see Fig. 2.4).

IML



It is important to realize the full implication of the above restriction,

d P ucA) . 0. Under this restriction, the fluid particles in the core region

will keep on carrying energy out of it. and entering the wall layer. If -' u A )
dx c c c

were positive, energy would be carried into the core region from the wall layer.

In that case, the contribution term (the second erm on the lefthand sidl ) of

Eq. (2.19) would have to be replaced by -(h + T~ cu~) or (hw + :f)c p( u A )

This can be expressed by the following statement: -

(Net energy carried out across sections at x and x+dx) + (Energy carried out of the

core across the lateral surface) - (Electromagnetic work done on the plasma in the

core between x and x+dx.)

Expanding Eq. (2.19), together with Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10), yields

22
Ucd Uc dcA

(h c+ -)jx~pcucAc) + Ac A.{ -!l4hc+ )-(c+T d

= (c -  c )(Kc -I)](UcB)" (OcKcucB)+  +)[acacKc+ (Kc " I)](ucB)'(KcucB) [Ac

+ cc c

+ 0 ac r2. 2 KcUcB

c
Sd 2' 2 222

i.e., i --'I "x + (7--) [(%CKZ+ (Kc" -)2](Uc (2.20)

where Eqs. (2.11) and (2.13) have been employed.

Similarly, we can derive the momentum equation of core region as follows:

*d 2 d 4aCr KiK

(ccc)-uc j<pcucAc) -?A + cK+(c -lI (ucB)2 A

Expanding the above equation, we get



u d dui--"  dA

c +  
- = - +

(I-"c[a c K + (Kc - l)](ucB3)A

or, using Eq. (2.13),

du c d 2uc  .+ " .+ 7( c c)[c Kc +(K c - l)(ucB2) (2.21)
1 +0 c CC

Comparing Eqs. (2.21) and (2.20) to Eqs. (2.11) and (2.14), it is

obvious that the core-region formulas are similar to the single-region ones. The

wall-layer equations are not similar since the quantities carried into the wall-

layer are hc + f: n uV, not hw + .~and tiw.

For a two-region flow, the core region cannot be studied in a decoupled manner

(independently of the wall layer) since acand K c are related to wall-layer quanti-

ties through electrical conditions at the interface. We will make further dis-

cussion on this point later on.

Now that we have the equations governing the two regions combinedly and the

core-region equations, we can then easily obtain the wall-layer equations by sub-

tracting. For example,, subtracting Eq. (2.20) from Eq. (2.18) will yield the

energy equation of the wall layer:

V w~ h " , c xc w w Y y + c d =Pu (j E +ij E )A ~ (2.22)

To continue our analysis, we need the assumed division of masses in the two

regions in the spirit of Crocco [3). Let us introduce the mass ratio v such that

P wu w Aw u
(2.23)

p cu c Ac Di - U

r.3
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where m - total mass flow rate

Pt mass flow rate in wall layer
total mass flow rate

Following our previous restriction, d .PcucAc) < 0, we see that > O.

An alternative approach would be to start with a division of flow cross-sectional

areas in the two regions:

A Ac - [I - vM ]-A

where vooA =~W

It may appear superficially that v should be more directly measurable.

dBu, to nt is safer to start with p0 given. And vo can then
be calculated as a part of the result.

In eq. (2.16), we have already employed the relation A = Aw + Ac.  Together

with Eq. (2.23), this relation now yields

PwUw PcUc m

Introducing further the ideal gas law, we have

!a f c w+ [V - A(2.24)
w c w c T

From Eq. (2.22), we can write

d dh duw  U2
hw (Pw w) (p A + (wuwAw)uw T PwuwAw)

u! d+ (h c+ -F) jm- PwUwAw 1) (JxwExw + J ywE yw)A w



But m is a constant, and

d d -c(h+ C) M-Pww -)h~ C( uP A ).. _ dP2 2 WW

2 2

w dUw + U"c d www

Therefore, (pw UwAw)+(Pww% )u -- + (hw hc

Aw w 2 2 13 2 _ 2 u 2))

To derive the momentum equation for the wall-layer region, we subtract

Eq. (2.21) from Eq. (2.17):

d 2 2w

~~~~~~~~~~~~W K;t1A~)U (~~~ -~ ~ ~~u Kw] (K~ )(2)1
ButA du w dK (u A) (2.25)uA

++BS o, dv the previous equation oes out the o llng r f rm: ow sbrc

. ((2.26)

! We have now successfully derived the system of governing equations, Eqs. (2.20),

(2.21), (2.24), (2.25) and (2.26). For simplicity, we will further transform Eqs.

~(2.25) and (2.26) to other forms. We first multiply Eq. (2.26) by uW , and then

subtract the product from eq. (2.25):

"wW~ dil+ l u ) d (w wA )A I )
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(PwuwA)- " + [hw" hc - z tx Wuw ) uwAw dx

w 2 2 2u 2y- ) ECLWr; + (YK" -1 Q A
1+ 0; 2"WdT T (u: )x d 0%

that is, Puw X ( " TC)" 2
d 2 22 2] 2 2

IIW ~ 1 +

Finally, replacing pwUwAW by ji(x).m yields

x 4A{r(TT)(c Vy2
w

(2.27)

dD ~~2 2 2tf ..---. w C r + (Kw  I)2(UwB2

1+1

Equation (2.26) can also be rewritten in terms of v(x):

du d_ .W+ (A-) uw(Uw. -Uc)x =

(2.28)

d 2+ Ia(w..1) [%BKW + (Kw - lJ(u B2)
+ Ow

Equations (2.20), (2.21), (2.24), (2.27)and (2.28) then govern the 1HO two-

region flow. Before we proceed, we must note carefully the dependent variables

in the above five governing equations. Let us list all the dependent variables

here:

p " p(x), uc a uc(x), u a u(x), Tc Tc(x)' Tw Tw(x).

The auxiliary quantities,

cc - fct. (TcP)

%- fct. (Twp)



Bc = fct. (T ,PB)

o fct. (TwP,B)

are seen to be related to the other quantities via known functional forms (to

be quoted later).

The given quantities of the problem are A(x), B(x), %' Kw, 1(x), and the

initial values of p, uw, uc, Tw and Tc. (ac and Kc will be related to % and

KW In Section 2.5.) In principle, ciw = tan* (see Fig. 2.1) can be a general

function of x; although a constant will be used throughout the present study.

It must be emphasized that v as a given function of x reflects very clearly

the qualitative nature of the present theory. The formulation yields a solution

for a prescribed p(x); but in a truly self-contained framework, P(x) ought to

come out as a part of the solution. As it stands, one will have to speculate

about the functional form of i(x) and calculate examples that are hopefully repre-

sentative of actual cases in a qualitative manner. It is also not truly satisfying

to view the theory as being semi-empirical (in the sense that, for every actually

measured i(x). one can predict a complete flow situation), simply because (1) it

is impossible to measure locally the relative mass flow in the two regions, and

(2) the quasi-one-dimensional approximation itself obliterates the true meaning

of an interface*. Of course, such difficulties are already an integral part of

Crocco's classical pseudo-shock theory [ref. 3]; we have only inherited Crocco's

qualitative legacy in our attempted generalization.

2. 5 ENTROPY PRODUCTION

Applying the perfect gas law and the general relation between entropy 2,

internal energy U and volume V, one has

This is quite similar to the fact that in the boundary layer approximation the
"edge" of the boundary layer is a hazy concept.
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dS dU tid

C dT -R

where cp- heat capacity at constant pressure (= X-)

Therefore,

R d-X T _ Rf (2.29)

or,

V T. T W V(2.30)

By comparing Eq. (2.30) with Eqs. (2.20) and (2.27), we may have the equations

of entropy change in the core-region and the wall layer individually:

c )IM 22 + (K- 1 )2 ](u B2) (2.31)

1 +8 cc
Idw w 2 2

SI du, I , 1 2. .
( -dI ) J -[ (7 ; '(Tw - Tc ) - u- uw)2  (2.32)

where:subscript c denotes the quantities in the core-region,

subscript w denotes the quantities in the wall-layer.

It is thus seen that the entropy production In the core is due solely to the Joule

heating (whtich is a form of energy dissipation). In the wall-layer, there are two

sources of entropy production: Joule heating and non-uniform distributions of u

and T in the two regions.

For the non-magnetic case [Ref. 3], the core flow is isentropic and the

entropy production in the wall-layer is due only to the non-uniform distributions

in the two regions.



2.6 ELECTRICAL CONDITIONS AT THE INTERFACE

In the previous discussion, we encountered several electrical quantities:

j *1x , Ey and E x .  To find the relationships which can link these electrical

quantities all together is the key to the solution of our problem. According to

Sec. 1.6 of [Ref. 4], we have (Fig. 2.5):

~ *0

where < > stands for jumps across the interface:

E Exw (2.33)

j i J(2.34)yc yw

(Note that E C E and J xc 0 JXw")

By using the interrelationships expressed in Eqs. (2.5), (2.6), (2.34)

and (2.35), one has

w Exw/E E (2.35)

EE

re xc yw

K-B (a~)(- S) (2.36)

or, E u (2.37)
Kw (- )( -S) - 1 )4-S)

E
where Km - uw is a given quantity.

c
Combining Eqs. (2.10), (2.36) and (2.34) will yield

1 y[ccc + 0 c 1 %w~ + w'~' (Kw-l)uB

In usual designs, K- 0.5 which is an optimizing value in some sense.

I. ......., ..... ... ......-......_ . a . ..



Fig. 2.5 Interface orientation.



which can also be written as follows:

OB c + %0l w wa K( 7W)(sIu (Kc - C (2.38)
=7 -2..-..L-7)c c "(.772.( wl~ - -l

C wwc

We also mention here as an addendum that, from the literature

B YB/P (2. 39)

and o TM/ pn (2.40)

where m and n are universal constants (depending on the temperature range)

for all plasmas.



CHAPTER 3 DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS

3.1 NONDIMENSIONALIZATION

Applying the process of dimensional analysis to the five governing equations,

Eqs. (2.20), (2.21), (2.24), (2.27) and (2.28), we introduce the following repre-

sentative quantities:

Density --

Velocity uc

Area -- A1

Generator Channel Width-- b1, see Fig. 2.1

Magnetic Field Strength -- B

Pressure-- I'
Temperature -- Tci

Conductivity -- ci

where subscript I denotes the initial conditions, i.e. the quantities at the

entrance of MHD channel.

Then, define the following dimensionless variables:

I: a IU UC U' Uip

T- c  Tw ui

c T '7 Tw.
wi ci I

B ,B I • O C ,C'( "I

A

where prime denotes dimensionless quantities.

Substitutint the above dimensionless quantities nto the governvnn equa-

tions derived In Chapter 2, we then have the new governing equations witth dimension-

less forms as follows:
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(1) From Eq. (2.20)9

( i c (' -- -T d ( b x ) d (b ix ) +- J L c

After simplifying, we have

dT' dU bau B 2  of
c+ cici i )( )cI~ c + (K c 1) 2

] ( Uc B , 2) (3.1)

(2) From Eq. (2.21),
(1' l c' u d(u.,u')).,. = .d( 1 1"F) + ra ( [cc +K-)(UU'B 2 B'2 )
R d(btx') d(btx') + a iB' K 281 c

or
= .u' -A (- X )[b i K + (Kc - l)](uB 2 )

Observing the above equation, let us multiply a quantity y (the ratio of heat

capacitI)on both denominator and numerator in lefthand side and notice that

M ci

is the Mach Number at the inlet of the channel in the core region.

Then, we have

' du ' du c 2 ,
(YM ix -ll - C) cc C + ( K " 1 (ucB' (3.2)

c -C, Ixr l+ c c c

(3) From Eq. (2.27),

d(T O) uci1-1)2 d
ci d~~~b~C') + ( [ JL(T) T 1(T,-T~-j-u-~ db

da(rIr + cia w 2 2 2 120
i v [a(wK +(Kwl ) (uci u

+ w



i.e.

dl"'~ 2a d2 2

1. EIw(Kw- 1) )(u4B') (3.3)

(4) From Eq. (2.28),

~ I" d(u iu')~
i wi 1 2~~' 1IUCWWU djT

S+ (i wl 1) I~(~lJU 2B'2)

1+

or,
~u' du' u'-'

dl"IN ix - ucfB2 ix~ drI~I~ 2

w w

(5) From Eq. (2.24),

U__U_ uclwc U= u ul + up cw

(iuc'ii-('W ciwT cc Tc-Iw Tci c w

or, T OT

Here let us introduce a new parameter, S1 * tcuii called the Interactionii~ P___I
Parameter. To sumrize, now we have

dT' a' 2 22
(ir) (T) C +aI. Si(- ~.EK + (K -1) J(u'B'2) (3.6)

C x T 1+8

Ta;. rxr ---
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k ,d T ' , 2

Y T_) -F

6 + us 2 2 2 38Ii~~jr _+ IIIa~-.JcwK.+ (K.-l)uB
1+ w

2 '.' du.' 1'u'

Mciw w i Tw Uw-'

.+ Psi ( ) wBK + (K -1)u1 (3.9)

'= (A~ )[Tcu W' +P (TucTU)] (3.10)

If we take the natural logarithm on both sides of Eq. (3.10), it will yield

z4' = tn[Tc'uw + (T' T'' T'u')) - n(A'Uc'uw')

Then, differentiating the above equation with respect to x', we have

S.d n dT du' dT' du; i dT'efiw1 dx-x + ii) (Tw4 C~+ uc w4- T -uw IVr Txr C dx-r x- cdx- c' T7w x7

/Tc'u4+ u(~u' (3.11) W I uc

Eqs. (3.6) through (3.9) together with Eq. (3.11) form a system of non-linear

differential equations, which can be solved numerically.

3.2 DIMENSIONLESS FORMS OF AUXILIARY EQUATIONS AND CONDITIONS

Referring to Sec. 2.6 and introducing the dimensionless quantities defined

in previous section, we can get the following relationships which connect the

loading factor K, the velocity of plasma u and a (the ratio of Hall to Faraday

field):
U IKw w K(4) (3.12)

% ulK<zKw (W-K(i
'C C 1
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or, ac  = 1W( K) (3.13)

Substituting Eq. (3.13) into Eq. (2.39) and nondimensionallzing will yield

(c°:c Gc1l( )(wK<U1 )

l ,-' -0 W " 1 ) ( u , u ') 1 +-- l ) ( u u ' )
l+B c CC )

Bc

!i.e., 2 ,. +0
Kc  ( )( a o K+ K- 1- %ocK (3.14)

w

In Eq. (3.14), there are two quantities which vary with respect to x', i.e., B and

0'. As mentioned in Sec. 2.6, is related to the mth power of temperature and

the nth power of pressure. And from the literature, the values of m and n are

respectively 10 and 0.5. Introducing these values to Eq. (2.41) and rewriting

Eqs. (2.40) and (2.41) in dimensionless forms, one has

(3.15)
Bci IF,

Tc (T)l05 (3.16)

ci c

In later calculations, we will let Pdc equal to 1 . Then, the above equations

become the following forms:

B'f" r (3.17)

10 (3.18)

In existing diagonal-wall generators, Bc is always close to 1; there is also

rational ground for iBc1 1 in good designs, see [Ref. 7].



We also change the electrical quantities to dimensionless forms~ by the following

steps:

ci -- 1)(c~ l

-(a ciuciB i)(=w )CIww+ (K,- l)](uB') (3.19)

c Ui~yuci _) cK%'

* x

cii (YWc cic i( w2(ww xcKw UciBi )(.1

AFrom Eqs. (2.4) and (2.35), 1' us rert te elect r om aoel stefngtsollows

In ~ ~ ~ y yce xc dietonwx WE

Eqs. a3l9 though (c~)olu (3.24) bcm



Jyw Jyc ) - ( + (Kw- )(uB) (3.25)

3c (+-)c"K" c (Kc - I ) (ucB') (3.26)

J;, (..w) CaL)K - 0w(Kw -l)](uwB') (3.27)

E C KuB' (3.28)

E(3.29)

Exc(s Exw) a oLcE;c (3.30)

With these dimensionless electrical quantities on hand , we can find the trend of

these variables in a two-region MID channel flow problem.

Another object which we are interested In is the area variation. In order

to develop the area ratio, we combtne Eq. (2.15) and Eq. (2.23) and get

PwuwAw = uPiUciAi

Simply by mathematical manipulation, we have

A; - ur1r (3.31)

where A - the ratio of wall-layer cross-section area to the cross-section area

at entrance, i.e., Aw/A1

Similarly, T
c

Ac - (I - p)( uy) (3.32)

or, Ac - A' - A/ (3.33)

From Eqs. (3.31) and (3.32), we see that the cross-section area of wall-layer is

proportional to temperature and mass ratio, and *Nverse to velocity and pressure.
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3.3 PHYSICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF GOVERNING PARAMETERS Mc AND St

In Sec. 3.1. there are two parameters which appeare in governing equations,

Eqs. (3.6) through (3.9), that play very important roles in the two-region MHD

channel flow. These two parameters are the Mach Number at the inlet (Mci) and

the Interaction Parameter (St). Since Mci and St almost appeare in each equa-

tion, we can predict that these two governing parameters w4ll influence strongly

the behavior of plasma in the generator. For example, in Eq. (3.7), we have in

the x direction and on an elementary plasma cell:

(Inertial Force) - (Pressure Force) + (Lorentz Force)

ThMS

Lorentz Force $t
Inertial Force 7

ci

Lorentz Force
Pressure Force i

which means that the larger the Interaction parameter Si, the larger the Lorentz

Force while the smaller the Inertial Force and the Pressure Force. On the other

hand, the larger the Mach iumber, the smaller the Lorentz Force while the larger

the Inertal Force.

Also, in Eq. (3.6),

(Change In Internal Energy) = (Work Done) + (Joule Heating)

i.e.,
Joule Heatinq
Energy Change I

I, Joule oHeating. St

which means that large value of S| will produce strong effect of Joule Heating

and vice versa.
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For this problem, since plasma which comes out from nozzle enters the

channel with supersonic speed, the Mach Number Mci is always greater than 1.

To estimate representative value of SI, let us use some ranges of data

gathered from existing literature:

a -- 25 to 60 mho/m

Fi --I to 3 atm

b i -- around 0.15 m

B -- 2 to 6 Tesla

u ci- around 750 m/sec

T-- 3000 to 4000 OK

Therefore, Si is approximately in the range from 0.3 to 2.0. As a result we

will use S1  0.3 N. 0.5 in our calculations, to keep to the lower (and more

realistic) end of the range.
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CHAPTER 4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

Several examples* are worked for a plasm withlf-1.1, to display certain

trends. Figure 4.2 to 4.14 show plots of various quantities for the case where

A' - I + O.2x'

u - 0.0003 + 0.12x', u < 0.3

- 0.3, v > 0.3

c-11 ' 0.008Uci 0, Uwt

Tci a1, Twi- 1

p-l1

S - 0.4

K -0.5

w -i

The curves marked with crosses are for Mci = 1.4, and those with small squares,

1 " 1.5.

For comparison, Fig. 4.1 shows the pressure variation for the single-region

model where A', Si, K, p are kept the same; o • -1, ul - 1, TI = 1; and M1 = 1.4

(1.5) for the curve marked with crosses (squares). It is seen that the plasma

pressure decreases monotonously in the flow direction. This, no doubt, would

be indicative of the case where there is no appreciable wall roughness. In con-

trast, Fig. 4.2 shows that the plasma rises in its pressure rather gradually in

the flow direction, exhibiting a (MHD) pseudo-shock when a two-region model is

adopted. This lends credence to the qualitative rationale behind an explanation

of the observed pressure ramp by way of a two-region pseudo-shock. This highlight

All with B'(x) 1 + 0.Sx', for x' 1 1; and 1.5 (1 - 0.lx'), for x' > 1.
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of the present investigation, however, does not shine too much quantitatively,

since the ratio of the mass flow in the wall layer, PW(), has to be conjectured

for the calculation. Furthermore, there does not seem to be any practical means

that could yield actual data leading to 3i(x') for a given run of a real generator.

Thus, it would be futile to hope for a close comparison between a calculation

and data recorded for an actual run; yet, it is perhaps possible to gain some

understanding of the underlying mechanism, and the general trend by examining

* the numerical plots.

Figure 4.3 shows the local Mach number in the core; and Fig. 4.4. that in

the wall layer. Mc Is seen to decrease monotonously; MW , first increases and

then decreases. Sharing the same trend is the velocity in the core (Fig. 4.5);

and that in the wall layer (Fig. 4.6). Thus, as the wall layer grows its velocity

is first promo ted by the core flow (at the expense of the core velocity); but

later decelerates, probably due to the Lorentz force accompanying the generation

of electricity. The core temperature, as shown in Fig. 4.7, increases monoton-

ously (but only by about 10%). The wall-layer temperature (Fig. 4.8) takes a

rather sudden jump near the entrance, and then increases more gradually until

15 or 30% higher than the initial value. The reason for the Jump in wall-layer

temperature at the entrance is not clear; but an educated guess is that it is

brought on by the specific pi(x') we used (either its initial value or initial

slope). It probably has no realistic counterpart in actual cases.

Figures 4.9 to 4.14 show various electrical quantities. Since the situation

we are investigating is patently off the design condition, we will refrain from

commenting on these plots as they serve no practical purpose, except to be complete*1 and to display rather wild off-design variations.



Similarly, Figs. 4.15 to 4.23 show plots for the case with

A' - I + 0.061x'

S* . 0.3

and Mci = 1.5 (curves marked with triangles), 1.6 (circles), 1.7 (crosses); all

the other parameters are the same as in the previous case. These figures show

the same trend as before.

Another set of results is given in Figs. 4.24-4.35. Here, St = 0.4, Mi = 1.7;

everything else is the same as for the previous case. In addition, Fig. 4.36 also

shows the relative cross-sectional area of the wall layer (as fraction of the

total area) for this case. It is seen that the wall layer thickens quickly near

the entrance; and eventually fills more than 80% of the duct for this particular

case.

Finally, in Figs. 4.36-4.38, influences on the pres;,ure variation,

due to changes in inlet Mach number, maximum P-value, and degree of duct diver-

gence are (respectively) plotted. In all these, S = 0.4; and uci, uwi, etc.,

are all the same as before.

In Fig. 4.36,

A' = 1 + 0.061x'

= 0.0003 + 0.12x'

= 0.3 when the calculated P ! 0.3

The curve marked with triangles is the case with Mci * 1.5; that with circles,

1.6; and that with crosses, 1.7. Thus, the "strength" of the pseudo-shock In-

creases with Mci.

In Fig. 4.37, Mri = 1.5, A'(x') is the same as for Fig. 4.36.

= 0.0003 + O.lx', x' < 1

- 0.1003 + 0.12(x' - 1), x1 I

a Pmax when the calculated P P

"____
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The curve marked with triangles represents the case with Pmax = 0.2; that with

crossed circles, 0.3; that with squares, 0.4; and that with crosses, 0.5. The

trend of larger Pmax is seen to make the pressure ramp flatter.

Figure 4.38 shares with Fig. 4.36 the same u(x'); and with FIg. 4.37, the

same Mct. For the curve marked with triangles, we have:

A' = 1 + 0.061x'

that with crossed circles:

A' = 1 + O.lx'

that with squares:

A' = 1 + 0.2x'

and that with crosses,

A' = 1 + 0.3x'

There is no clear trend discernible. However, it is noted that the pressure vari-

ation is very sensitive to the duct divergence.

4.2 CONCLUSIONS

Under the present Grant, we have successfully demonstrated the feasibility

of extending Crocco's pseudo-shock model to explain qualitatively the observed

pressure rise in a rather extended portion of supersonic MHD generators, with

rough walls and at off-design conditions.

For future refinement, we may list a number of ways by which (singly or

combinedly) the formulation may be improved:

(1) Heat transfer and friction at the wall can be introduced through addi-

tional coefficients.

(2) Heat transfer and friction at the interface can be accounted for.

(3) The formulation can be coupled with a boundary layer analysis (using

Kirmin-Pohlhausen technique) at the wall.
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(4) The wall layers at the cathode and anode can be distinguished, and the

formulation extended to a three-region model.

(5) Cases with du/dx < 0 can be tested (with due modification of the

governing equations).

However, the major drawback in our analysis (also in Crocco's), i.e., the

empirical assignment of a p(x) to start the calculation will always be with us.

It may also be interesting to apply the two-region model to flow apparata

other than power generators.
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APPENDIX -- COMPUTER PROGRAM
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C THIS PROGROM IS TO LALCULATI THE DEPENDENT VARIALiLES OF TVO-IEGION MHD
C CHANNEL FLOW . T~iG .)UBROUTINES ARE USED , NAMELY FCT AND CAC INDIVIDU-
C ALLY . THE FORMIR U5ES THE MODIFIED GAUSS-JORDOR METHOD TO SOLVE FIVE
C Dlk'kHENTIAL EQUATILNS TO GET ThE GRADIENT OF DEPENDENT VARIABLES
C THiE LAII EB DEFINES ALL A(JXILLIARY QUANTITIES AND ELEMENTS OF THE !IATR-
C IX WHI'LH IS GOING TO BE USED IN SUBROUIINE FLT~
L THE. PaRAMETEES BEING USED IN THIS PPOGRAM AhE DEFINED AS FOLLOWS:
C Y(l)----VELOClTY OF LUORE-REGION
C Y(2)----VELOCITY OF WALL LAYER REGION
C Y(3)----TEPERAT'Ri CF COEE-BEGICN

C jY()-TEDERIVU ATIOOF WEALLN ARABESIO

C GC------DITNERATIO ALON SCICHETH CAPACTIEST

CCMI O-lA.RTIN PARRCK AMETE

C AR---- AIU OFD ALFELOOFRAAOIL

C JEERl)-- NITIVALIVS OF DARAPESN AIBE

G 3=1.ODOO
Y(4)-1.00DD0

AM=.0D001.OJ

YtlP=.iUDO
Y 2=0. 0 D- 2

1XP=F+0*0D00

* - 20 ~Y(I)=Y(I)*HDER(I

Y (5) =1.8OOOO)G O3

30 IT STO 300
3 ENDMT 1 2, I,1X 1)1X 2 0,'Y()lX 4 c

1 hy~

XP--0.0UDJ
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SUBRiOUTINE CtC(X,Y,Z)
IM1PLICIT LEAL*8 (A-H,P-Z)
D~I~.NSIiUN Y (5) *Z (5,6)
COMMON GC,ARiECK,AM,S

C
c

IF(X.GT.1.OODOOl.-O TO 11
E=1 .000()0+0.50JUC,*X
GO TO 12

11 B=1.53D00*(l.0OD00-O.10D00*X)
C
C
L

12 A=0.20D00*X+1.O0fl0
DA=U.20DO0

L
C
C

U-0. 1)D00*X+O. 3UD-3
DO=0. 14"DO0

c

C
C IF(J..T.U.310) GO TO 31

U=0 .30D00

-11 CSP=DSQRT (Y (5))
5 Ii= (Y (4) *10) /DSP
SIC= (Y (3) *10) /rSP
STV=DSQBT (Y (14))
STC=DSQBT (Y (3))
EETAW=B*STW/Y (5)
EZT AC=B*STC/ Y(5)
ARK-=AH*CK

c
AA1=5IW/( 1. 00D004bLA*sTAW)

3 ~AA2=SIC/0(. 00DOO+I3ETAC*ibETAC)
; ~Ai(LAAI* (CK*Y (1) -Y (2) .ARK*DETAh*Y (1))/Y (1)/AA2+ 1.O0D00-ARK*zETAC

AA3=AHK*AHK+ (AKC-1.OODOQ)*(AKC-1.UODOO)
AA=Y(1) **3
GG=GC/ (GC- 1.0(JO~U0)

iiZ (1 , 1) = 0. 00 DOO
Z (1, 2) =0.OODO
Z (I J) =GG*Y (5)/Y (3)
Z (1 4#)=0. 00D00
Z (1,5) =-1.0ODOO
Z (1, 6) S* AA 2*AA3 *AA

c
C

AA4ARK*I3ETAC+AKL- ..WJDOO
Z 12,1) =CC *Y (5) *Y11)/1Y(3)
Z (2,2)=0,001)00
Z (2.3) =O.OODOO
Z (2,14) =O. OODOO
Z (2,5) -1. OODOO
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Z (2.6) =S*AA42AA4 *AA
c;

c LAScc* (Y (lY (2) )*(Y (1) Y(2) )*05DOOLGG(Y (4)Y (3))

AA6=Ai,*ARK*'l0) sy(1).4 (CK*y (l)-v (2) I * (CK*Y (1 -Y (2))

Z (3,1)=.OODJO
Z (3,2) =0. OODOO
Z (3,3) =0.O00DOO
Z (3,4) 1*GG*Y (5) *Y (2)/Y (4)
z (3,5)=_u *Y (2)*A6BI
7.0,61=Y (5) *AA5*rU*Y (2) /Y(4) +U*.S*A1Ab

AA7=CK*Y (1) * AP* ETAW+ IOODOO)-Y ( 2 )
ppy(5) *X(2).,Y (4)
Z (4 ,1)0. OODUO
Z (4,2")=0*LC*PP
Z (4,3) =0. 00 LOO
Z (4 ,4) =0. OODJO
Z (4,5) =U1,**A*A*~
Z(4 6) CC*PE*DU* (Y (1) -Y (2))+**A1A7b

AA8= (Y ( 1) *Y (Li) -Y 12) *Y (3))

AA9XY (2) *Y (23) +U*AAk8

I Z(5,3)=-Y (2)*(l.OJDOU)/AA9
Z (5,d4) =-Y ( 1) *U/AA9
Z (5 5)=1. GOLOO/X (5)
Z (5, 6) AA8*DU/AA9-DA/A
FETUBN
END
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C
C

SUBROUTINE FCT(X#Y,DEBY)
IMIPLICIT [FEAL*8 %4A-H,P-Z)
LIMENS1IiN Y45),1kRY15) *A(5#6)
CCIBON GC,ARCK, qfi,S

C

CALL CAC(X,YA)
N=5

C

Do 30 K=1.N

* IF(K.EQ.N)GU TO 11
JJ K
BIG=DABS (A (KK))
DC 7 I=KP1,N
A UA-3DABS (A (I,.K)
1F (iiG-AI3) 3,7,'7

.3 IG=AB

7 CCNIINtJE

IF (JJ-K) , 11, 8
8 DO) 9 J=K'

IElP-A (44,J)
A (JJ,J) =4 (K,J)

9 A (K,J) TZflP
11 Do 20 J=KP1,M

DO 30 11I,N
IF(I.EQ.K)GO TG 30
DG 25 J=KP1,M

25 A (I,J)=A(I,J)-A(I,K) *&(K,J)
30 LCNTIZE

D0 40 11I,N

tiETUIRN
EN4D
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

(except Section 1.2)

* A Cross-sectional area of channel, m 
2

Ac Cross-sectional area of core region, 
m2

Aw  Cross-sectional area of wall layer, 
m2

B Magnetic field strength, T(esla)

b Width of generator duct, m

Cp Specific heat capacity, J~kg.K)

E Electric field strength, N/C

H cpT + u/2, J/kg

h Specific enthalpy, J/kg
2

J Electric current density, C/(m .s)

K Loading factor (Ey/uCB)

Kc  E ycU cB

M Mach number

m Total mass flow rate through generator, kg/s

mc  Mass flow rate in core region, kg/s

MW mMass flow rate in wall layer, kg/s

fl Unit normal vector

p Pressure, N/m
2

R Gas constant, J/(kg.K)

S MHD interaction parameter

Specific entropy, J/kg.K

T Temperature, K



U Specific internal energy, J/kg

u Flow velocity, m/s

V Specific volume, m3/kg

x Cartesian coordinate along the duct axis, in the flow direction,
measured from the entrance, m

a Ratio of Hall field to Faraday field (E /Ey)
x y

Hall-current parameter

Ratio of specific heat capacities (cp/c v)

Angle of inclination of segments (= tan-l%, Figs. 2.1 to 2.2), rad.

Ratio of mass flow rate in wall layer to the total mass flow rate

through the generator

v Ratio of cross-sectional area of wall layer to that of entire duct

p Density, kg/m 3

a Electric conductivity, 6-
1 /m3

Superscripts

( ) Dimensionless quantities (see Section 3.2 and beginning of Section
3.1)

Vectorial quantities

(Unit vectors

Subscripts

c Of core region

1 At entrance

w Of wall layer

x Component in the x-direction

y Component in the y-direction (see Fig. 2.1)
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